
 

 

Motion Raceworks Solid State Battery Kill Switch 

 

Intro:  The Motion Raceworks Solid State Battery Kill Switch offers a superior way to run a battery kill 

switch for a Racecar in comparison to a mechanical on/off switch.  Its resistance against accidental 

shutoff (from tireshack/vibration/etc) as well as its corrosion resistance (internally) make this Solid State 

switch a perfect option for your current or new build.   

Installation:  This kill switch comes with all necessary components.  We suggest keeping the kill switch 

in a dry location to resist corrosion on the lugs themselves, however, its placement can be anywhere 

otherwise.  It can be mounted upside down, right side up, side ways etc.  To connect the solid state 

box, reference the picture below.  The Ground wire on the duetsch connector needs to go to a reliable 

chassis ground.  The +12v control will go to one side of the push pull switch provided (or if you choose 

to run your own switch, please make sure the switch is rated for high amperage 65+).  The other side 

of the push pull switch needs to be ran to the battery positive.   

The main battery cable in and outs are oriented per this illustration.  Please hook these up correctly:  

IN means power coming from the battery, OUT means going to whatever you are powering.  When 

the push pull switch is in off mode, this connection will not exist and power WILL NOT flow through 

the solid state panel.   

Note:  Some folks wish to run the power to the on off switch through a relay, this can offer superior 

resistance to battery drains/any switch failures especially on cars that run severe street duty.   

 



 

 

Optional Loop:  Some drivers wish to have a kill switch inside of the car to kill complete systems in the 

car with one button.  Adding this secondary switch was an option during purchase.  If doing so, simply, 

interrupt the +12v switch OR ground.  Run this wire to the front switch and then back to complete the 

ciruit.  This will allow the vehicle to be shutoff from either location.  NOTE:  Both switches will need to 

be in the correct position for the vehicle to turn back on again.   

We recommend testing your kill switch system thoroughly prior to usage.  It is our goal to provide you 

a seamless system that is a safer/better alternative than the common mechanical switch, however, 

we want to make sure that this system is operating correctly before sending any racers on the track.   

This product is intended for offroad use only.  No warranties or claims are implied or offered.  We 

suggest allowing professionals to wire this for proper functionality.   


